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DUVET COVERS AND INSERTS 
 

Reinvent your guestrooms with the deep, luxurious comfort of Duvet Covers and Inserts. Choose 

from down or synthetic filled inserts with varying levels of fill tailored to compliment any 

hospitality luxury model. 

 

Easily removed and laundered along with the bedclothes, Duvet Covers allow a greater range of 

flexibility in design and style than any other bed covering. Available with zippered closures, flap 

tops, and corner ties, Duvet Covers are easily and quickly changed for laundering.  

 

Choose from the Fabtex Quartet and Element fabric collections containing fabric specifically 

designed to accent the wonderful overflow effect created by a thick Duvet bed covering.  
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DUVET COVERS AND INSERTS 
 

SPECIFICATIONS 
 
STYLES: 

A duvet cover is unquilted and utilizes a down filled insert or synthetic down-like 

polyester fill insert with loft to be specified. Request information on these products 

from our Sales department. 

 

DUV-1 

Duvet Cover with Zipper or Velcro Closure, with welt (1/4” self-welt standard, other 

sizes available) 

 

DUV-3 

Button Closure Duvet Cover 

 

SEAMS: 

126” wide fabric or fabrics over 110” will be seamless on both the face and the 

underside. 54” fabrics when joined should utilize a felled (rolled) seam so as to have a 

flat appearance at the joins. 

 

CLOSURE: 

Duvets can have zippers at the bottom or Velcro closures. Options include Button 

closures and flap tops.  

 

TRIM: 

Duvets may have corded or un-corded edges 

 

YARDAGE: 

12.6 yards is required for Duvet Covers using 54” fabric 

 

FACE FABRIC: 

Several considerations are required in the selection of a face fabric other than pattern 

and color. Fiber content will determine the “feel” and “look.” Avora, Avora hybrids and 

unbranded polyester have reached wide acceptability in the marketplace and offer many 

practical considerations such as washability and color retention. Other attributes of 

various base cloths, such as weight, texture, construction, etc. all contribute to the cost 

of fabric as well as the suitability for bedcovering application. Some fabrics may not be 

appropriate for duvet covers. Consult your Fabtex representative for details. 
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DUVET COVERS AND INSERTS 
 

SPECIFICATIONS (CONTINUED) 
 

THREAD: 

#23 nylon multi-filament is recommended. The Fabtex standard is to coordinate thread 

color with primary colors in the face fabric. Monofilament thread is generally used for 

Outline Quilting. 

 

INSERTS: 

Year-Round White Down Duvet Insert 

Filled with Hypoallergenic 550 fill power White Down, this 230 thread count 100% 

leak-proof cambric cotton comforter offers year-round comfort. The Sewn-Thru-Box 

construction will prevent the Down from shifting. White with matching piping. With 

attachment loops. Machine-washable and made in the USA. 

Double: 83” x 95” with 24 oz. fill 

Queen:  90” x 95” with 26 oz. fill 

King:  102” x 95” with 31 oz. fill 

 

Warmer White Goose Down Duvet Insert 

230 thread count 100% cambric cotton. White with matching piping. Filled with 

Hypoallergenic 600 fill power White Goose Down. Sewn-thru-box construction will 

prevent the Down from shifting. With attachment loops. Machine-washable and 

made in the USA. 

Double: 83” x 95” with 30 oz. fill 

Queen:  90” x 95” with 32 oz. fill 

King:  102” x 95” with 36 oz. fill 

 

Regal-Loft Down Alternative Duvet Insert 

230 thread count cambric 100% cotton filled with a slick blown-in synthetic fiber 

that mimics Down in its look, feel and insulating properties. Offers year-round 

comfort. 

The 14” Sewn-Thru-Box construction will prevent the fill from shifting. With 

attachment loops. Machine-washable and made in the USA. 

Double: 83” x 95” with 44 oz. fill 

Queen:  90” x 95” with 48 oz. fill 

King:  102” x 95” with 54 oz. fill 

 

White Down Blanket 

This lighter-weight White Down filled blanket is quilted into 14” boxes to prevent 

the Down from moving. The shell is a 230-thread count, 100% cotton, with matching 

piping. Machine-washable and made in the USA. 

Double: 83” x 95” with 18 oz. fill 

Queen:  90” x 95” with 20 oz. fill 

King:  102” x 95” with 23 oz. fill 
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DUVET COVERS AND INSERTS 
 

SPECIFICATIONS (CONTINUED) 
 

 

Regal-Loft Down Alternative Blanket 

This lighter-weight Down Alternative blanket is quilted into 14” boxes, to prevent the 

siliconized blown-in fiber from moving. The shell is a 230-thread count, 100% cotton, 

with matching piping. Machine-washable and made in the USA. 

Double: 83” x 95” with 33 oz. fill 

Queen:  90” x 95” with 36 oz. fill 

King:  102” x 95” with 40 oz. fill 

 

STANDARD MEASUREMENTS: 

FULL XL  83” x 95” 

QUEEN   90” x 95” 

EASTERN KING  102” x 95” 
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DUVET COVER FABRIC 
 

WARRANTY AND CARE 
 
Limited Warranty 
 

Fabrics supplied by Fabtex, Inc. used in manufacture of decorative bed coverings, drapery, and 

guestroom accessories are guaranteed against any defects for a period of one (1) year from 

receipt of delivery. Any alterations (i.e. chemical treatments topical applications, laminating, etc.) 

will void the warranty. Fabric warranty does not apply to snagging. Replacement or refund will 

be prorated based on date goods are received and will apply to cost of fabric only. Fabtex is not 

responsible for fabrics supplied by other sources. 

 

Successful Fabric Care 
 

Hotels that wash duvet covers successfully do so using cold water, mild detergent and cold 

tumble dry. Heat shrinks some fabric and fades colors in some fabrics. More important, heat 

flattens polyester fill and has been known to shrink it as well. 

 

Hotel laundries should test wash a unit or two under strict controls when new duvet covers arrive. 

If the laundry feels that the cold wash, and, or, cold dry takes too long, they can try the permanent 

press settings. However, if any more heat is used, it can be destructive. 

 

Once the treatments are successfully test washed, the laundry must be instructed as to their 

responsibility. No matter how many times the duvet covers are washed successfully, it only takes 

one washing or drying with too much heat to permanently change the appearance or size of a 

bedspread. Cotton fabrics become narrower, Polyester fabrics become wider. 

 

Caution! If there is any possibility bleaches were used in a previous wash, laundry 

machines should be scoured before washing duvet covers. Washing 

machines and dryers should be checked for burrs that may snag fabrics 

or sewing threads. 

 

If hotels are dry cleaning duvet covers, on or off property, they should take care to have a unit or 

two of a newly cleaned shipment tested on arrival, checking appearance and size. 
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DUVET COVER FABRIC 
 

WARRANTY AND CARE (CONTINUED) 
 

Laundry Instructions 
 

Bed throws, scarves, duvet covers, top sheets, and pillow covers can be laundered as described 

below. Make sure that laundry machinery and housekeeping carts are free of burrs and sharp 

edges. Most of the fabrics used for these items are manufactured with polyester yarns which are 

very sensitive to heat, strong detergents, and harsh chemicals. 

 

Washing: 

Wash in warm water, never exceeding 120° F. Use mild detergent, no bleach/chlorine, no 

fabric softeners. Do not use caustic soap or bleach. Do not overload or underload machines. 

Do not mix with other textiles or fabrics that may “bleed” colors. 

 

Drying: 

Tumble dry at lowest heat setting, never exceeding 120° F. Do not use mangler! Do not use 

fabric softeners. Do not overload or underload machines. Remove from dryer immediately to 

avoid wrinkling. 

 

Ironing: 

Iron only if necessary. Use “warm” setting.  Temperature not to exceed 120° F. 

 

Cigarette Burns 
 

The most universal complaint from hotels on polyester bed coverings is small cigarette holes. 

They are not actual burns, but holes where cigarette ashes have melted the yarns. To date no 

one has come up with an acceptable way to repair this type of damage. Many hotels with smoking 

and non-smoking rooms tag the bed covers with small holes and use them in their smoking 

rooms. A smoker would not be offended with a small hole caused by a cigarette ash as a non-

smoker would. 

 

 

 




